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1. Concept.
„Architecture is everything but everything else is not architecture.“ Hermann Czech
„We dońt show up.“ In recognition to the existing landscape and the surrounding properties 
in the largest passenger harbour of Finland, Eteläsatama, „we dońt show up“.
2. Necessity.
„Necessity.. the mother of invention.“ Plato
Furthermore the subterrestrial planning generates a Plaza for information, cultural events, concerts, etc. Furthermore the subterrestrial planning generates a Plaza for information, cultural events, concerts, etc. 
Pedestrians passing the Passenger Terminal will automatically cross the Museum Plaza and enjoy 
the South Harbour. The entrance and the patios of the museum are planned in accordance 
to the landing places.

3. Authenticity.
„Every city needs a screen.“

We use the absent cubature to build up a four-sided screen as the face of the building. 
The screen will be able to illustrate information, art, livecam of the interior of the museum, The screen will be able to illustrate information, art, livecam of the interior of the museum, 

four-sided elevations of all the competition proposals day by day, etc. 
The screen defines the Plaza.

4. Purism.
„Less is more.“ Mies van der Rohe

Regarding environmental, lifecycle, material, time and budget issues the 
proposed space is multifunctionally planned and build as a simple 

primary construction for real suistainabilitprimary construction for real suistainability. 
The whole Plaza is accessible by vehicle and the 

port operation is not affected at all.
5. Design.

„Beauty is truth.“ John Keats
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The Next Helsinki Design Competition 
 
1. Concept. 
„Architecture is everything but everything else is not architecture.“ Hermann Czech 
„We don´t show up.“ In recognition to the existing landscape and the surrounding 
properties in the largest passenger harbour of Finland, Eteläsatama, „we don´t show 
up“. 
 
2. Necessity.  
„Necessity.. the mother of invention.“ Plato 
Furthermore the subterrestrial planning generates a Plaza for information, cultural 
events, concerts, etc. Pedestrians passing the Passenger Terminal will automatically 
cross the Museum Plaza and enjoy the South Harbour. The entrance and the patios 
of the museum are planned in accordance to the landing places. 
 
3. Authenticity.  
„Every city needs a screen.“ 
We use the absent cubature to build up a four-sided screen as the face of the 
building. The screen will be able to illustrate information, art, livecam of the interior of 
the museum, four-sided elevations of all the competition proposals day by day, etc. 
The screen defines the Plaza. 
 
4. Purism.  
„Less is more.“ Mies van der Rohe 
Regarding environmental, lifecycle, material, time and budget issues the proposed 
space is multifunctionally planned and build as a simple primary construction for real 
suistainability. The whole Plaza is accessible by vehicle and the port operation is not 
affected at all. 
 
 5. Design. 
„Beauty is truth.“ John Keats 
 
We are planning and building an architecture of significant necessity. Authenticity and 
purism spare a maximum space for extension for the human being with his individual 
creative world. Our space allocation plans ignore traditional human perception 
patterns in favour of an economical, functional and artistic solution. Men are 
challenged by the mediated 1 : 1 experience as an individual and men will be formally 
mature by the puristic environment. The feeling of happiness about realness of space 
and used materials is simultaneously highly cost-optimising. This attitude of timeless 
identity is generating real constructional sustainability as regards to urban 
development, social, cultural, functional, constructive and artistic responsibilities; 
minimising overheads in accordance with the actual technical and energetical 
opportunities  way up to surplus energy buildings. Beyond an escape in aesthetics a 
demand on authenticity is generating generous beauty and truth. 
 
We would suggest to start up with an exhibition of Carsten Höller for the outside 
Plaza and contemporary photography of Gregory Crewdson and Hiroshi Sugimoto 
inside the museum in conjunction with the outside screen.  
 




